t's the dawn of a new age in Europe! During the
early 15th century, universities are being established
to challenge the influence ofreligion on academic
studies. Little did the founders of these institutions know that
this would ignite academic pursuits that would bring about a
cultural revolution.

I

In the early Renaissance, players will serve as chancellors of
an emerging university. Your obvious goal is to become the
most successful and prestigious institution for higher learning.
To achieve these goals, you must attract exceptional students,
the best teaching staff in various disciplines, and exchange
knowledge with other competing schools. Enjoy the upcoming
semester!
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Components
1 game board (double-sided)

24 setup cards

10 chancellor cards

12 bust cards

1 6 Ignotus cards
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20 research cards (4 per letter)

48 student tiles ( 4 different per faculty)

4 University boards
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48 professor cards ( 4 different per faculty)

9 glory tiles (3 for each type)
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100 textbooks (25 per color)

20 dictionaries
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28 bookshelves (7 per color)
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24 masters (6 per color)

2[]~0

6 tutors

1111
9 price tiles (6x 2/4, 3x 3/3)

50 coins (30x 1, lOx 5, lOx 10 ducats)

...

12 markers (3 per color)

1 round marker
& 1 phase marker
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©ame 6etup
('-;\ Turn the game board to the side matching the number

\V of players and place it in the middle of the table.
,:;\ Sort the research cards by the letters on their backs.
\::.,I Shuffie each pile of cards separately and randomly place
one card with the appropriate letter face up on each
corresponding space to form the research track.
-1

,:;\ Sort the student tiles by their front side and place a
\:.) stack of 3 ( only 2 in a 2- or 3-player game) identical tiles
face up on a student space of the campus with a matching
faculty symbol (art, law, medicine, mathematics).

3

6

(';\ Place a set of bust cards ( a, b and c) per player on each

Place the round marker on the 1" space of the round

~ track and the phase marker on the leftmost space on

the phase track.
~ Each player chooses a color and takes 1 university,
Vall 7 bookshelves and 4 masters in that color. Then place
the 4 masters on the archive space of your university.

Co

~

Q

Shuffie the setup cards and place them as a stack face
~ down next to the game board.

Q

Place one marker of each player's color on the Ospace

\!Y of the prestige track. Then place one marker of each
player's color on the tum order track and another one
below the research track (the order of these markers is
determined during player setup).
Form a supply with the remaining 2 masters and all
@ textbooks
in your player color, as well as all tutors, price
tiles, coins and dictionaries next to the game board.

Q

In a 2-player game perform the additional setup rules

~ (see "Rules for 2 players" p. 12).

Q

Put all unused cards as well as any pieces in unused

~ player colors back into the box.

•
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\V corresponding space of the hall offame.

~

.
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(";\ Sort the glory tiles by the letters. Shuffle each set
\:.) of tiles separately and randomly place a tile with
the appropriate letter face up on each corresponding
space of the hall offame.

Shuffle the 10 chancellor cards. Draw 2 cards and place
them face up on top of the bust cards 'b' and 'c' in the hall
offame. Then draw one more chancellor card than the
number of players and place these cards face up next to
the game board.
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Sort the professor cards by their front side and
randomly choose two different professors per faculty.
Stack 3 (only 2 in a 2- or 3-player game) identical cards
of each of these chosen professors face up on a professor
space of the academy with a matching faculty symbol.
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'Player 6etup
1. Setup cards
Example - Setup
Each player draws 4 setup cards from the stack. Then secretly choose one of them and
pass the other 3 cards face down to your left neighbour. Then again secretly choose one of
the 3 cards you received and pass both the other cards face down to your left neighbour.
From these 2 cards, you secretly choose one and pass the last card face down to your left
neighbour. Now each player has 4 cards again. Secretly choose 3 cards to keep and discard
the 4th card back into the game box.
Simultaneously lay down your 3 setup cards and add up t he value of the white numbers on
the top of the 3 cards. The player with the lowest total places their marker on the 1" space
of the tum order track (ties are broken by the lowest card number in the bottom right
corner on a single card). The player with the second lowest total places their marker on the
2nd space, and so on. Place all markers on the start level at the bottom of the research track
in the same order, so that players with lower totals are on top of those with higher totals.

2. Chancellor cards
In tum order, each player chooses one of the face up chancellor cards that are next to
the game board and places it next to tl1eir university. Place the remaining chancellor on top
of the bust cards 'a' in the hall of fame.

3. Display

Martin is keeping these 3 setup
cards. The sum ofthe numbers on
his cards is 20 (9 + 7 + 4). He is 3..a in
player order; behind Alex and!1mmm
but in front of/11/ia who kept higher
numbered cards.

After choosing a chancellor, each player takes their starting
resources one after the other. Martin gains 4 prestige points @
and 1 green research step @ and advances his markers on the
corresponding tracks. He chooses to place the 2 blue textbooks ©
in his display and he places 1 red textbook @ in his storage.
He places the student@ in the next free lecture hall and
gains 1 ducat from the student's ability. Because of his chancellor's
ability ® , he now gains 3 ducats and 1 dictionary @ .
Adding the 3 ducats @ from the setup cards, he now has a total of
7 ducats (D in his storage.

In turn order, each player arranges tl1eir bookshelves with the colored side face up.
Place 6 of them in any order into your display and the 7th bookshelf near them.

_J

4. Starting resources
In turn order, each player then gains the starting resources indicated on their setup cards.

0

If you gain:

e,

advance your marker the corresponding number of steps on the research track.
If you reach the first milestone, immediately gain the indicated bonus
(see "Research" p. 5).
or

, place them in your storage next to your university.

, you may place them either in the storage or place them in your own display
(see "Arranging textbooks in your display" p. 5).
One or more ~ , place them in the next free lecture hall respectively
(~e~ "Campus" p. 8).

~~ , place them in your storage.

R,advance your marker the corresponding number of spaces on the prestige track.
Thereafter, return all setup cards to the game box and begin the first round.

Book supply limit
The book supply is considered unlimited. If a supply should be exhausted, use
something else as a substitute.

Textbooks
Textbooks are books in the player colors, including your own color.
When you gain
, you must place them in your storage.
Textbooks with a star on them are textbooks only in your own player color.
When you gain
, you can either place them directly into your display or
place tl1em in your storage.
Examples for multiple textbooks:
3 textbooks of
3 ~ any colors
3
(red, red, blue)

3 textbooks of
the same color
(red, red, red)

3

3 textbooks of
different colors
(red, blue, green)

Dictionaries
Storage
Store books and ducats in your storage, next to your university. At the end of a round,
the storage may only hold a limited number of books (see "Check storage size" p. 6).

Dictionaries are special books that you can use to recruit professors and the best
students.
Note: You may not use dictionaries when textbooks are required.

Arranging textbooks in your display

Research

When you gain textbooks with a star, take the corresponding number of textbooks in your
own player color and you may place them into yow- display. They must always be placed
from right to left. You may only place 1 textbook in each bookshelf. You may not place a
textbook in the 7 th bookshelf that is near your display.

The research status of your university is recorded on the research track
Jfyou get a green research step, you may advance your marker one level
on the research track, without having to meet the requirements shown
there and without paying the cost.

Note: You are not allowe d to move textbooks from your display directly to your storage,
and vice versa.
Example - Al'm nging textbooks in you,- display
As a first action, Martin places a master on his student's action J]Zace

©

and pays 4 ducats
to gain 4 blue textbooks. He places 2 ofthem in his bookshelves CJ!) and places the other 2 in
his storage @ . He skips the opportunity to take a black research step @

©

e

If you get a black research step, you may advance your marker one level
on the research track if you meet the requirements shown there or pay
the cost.

If there already is a marker of another player on the next level, place your marker on top
of that marker.
It is possible to get a combination of green and black research steps during the same turn.
If that is the case, you can choose when to use a green or when to use a black research
step in that turn. It is not possible to keep a research step for a future turn.
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Prestige points

The majority of prestige points are scored during the final scoring. However, it is common
to score and spend points during the game. You cannot spend more points than you own,
so your marker cannot move below the O space on the prestige track.
Additional masters

The top level on each research card is a so-called milestone. When you reach the level
below a milestone, you will automatically advance to the milestone and gain the depicted
bonus immediately. This doesn't require a research step.
If you are the first or second player ( or third in a 4-player game) to reach the 5th
milestone, place your marker on the corresponding symbol II, (tJ or Bl respectively. If
any more players reach the 5th milestone, their markers remain on the top spaces of the
research track.
Example - Reseal'ch & Milestones
Alex gains a black research step. Since he doesn't have
any professors, he must pay 1 textbook ofany color
and spend 3 prestigJ..J:oints to advance his marker on
the research track(./!).
This way, he reaches the level below the milestone,
so he advances his marker again @ . He immediately
gains the depicted bonus, allowing him to recruit a
professor without paying any ducats.

©
0

There are 3 ways to obtain additional masters:
Meet the requirement of the 'a' glory tile (see "Hall of Fame" p. 10).
Reach or exceed 15 prestige points.
•

Place a student in your 6 th lecture hall (see "Campus" p. 8).

As soon as you fulfill one of these conditions, immediately obtain an additional master
from the supply and place it on the archive space of your university. You can gain a
maximum of 2 additional masters, even if you have fulfilled all 3 conditions.
Note: You do not lose the masteryou obtained by gaining 15 or more prestige points ifyou
subsequently drop below 15 prestige points, andyou do not obtain another master when
you reach 15 prestige points a second time.

Tip - Reseal'ch
Doing research has several advantages. You will gain valuable bonuses by reaching
milestones. Additionally, a good position 011 the research track i11c1'eases the l'ep11tatio11 of
your textbooks.
You also gain additional prestige points through research in the final score {see "Final
Scoring" p. 11).

now to 'Play?
Alma Mater is played over 6 rounds.
Each round consists of the following phases:

b) Administrative phase
During the administration phase, players perform the following 6 steps in sequence, as
indicated on the phase track:
1. Determining the turn order
The player who has the most masters on the bishop space becomes the new start player.
Place the marker of that player on the 1" space of the turn order track. The player with the
second-most masters on the bishop space becomes second, and so on. In the case of a tie,
the player who first placed one or more masters on the bishop space wins the tie. If more
than one player do not have masters on the bishop space, they remain in the same relative
turn order to each other.
Example - Determining the turn order

a) Action phase
In turn order, each player choses one of the following two options:

Old tum order
During this round, both Julia and Martin
have placed 2 masters each on the bishop
•
space. Since Julia has placed one of her
masters on the bishop space first, her marker New turn order
is moved to the first place ofthe turn order
track, and Martin's marker is moved to the
second place. Alex and !1mmm have not placed
any masters on the bishop space. Both oftheir
markers are moved to the 3 rd and 4'h space,
maintaining the same relative order they had
this round.

Send masters: Take one or more of your masters from the archive space of your
university and place them either on one action space on the game board or on the
action space of one of your own students (see ''Action Spaces" p. 8). Then perform the
indicated action.
•

e

Give a lecture: Choose one of your ready professors. Pay the required book cost to
perform the action (see ' Academy" p. 9). Then exhaust your
professor ~ -

Repeat this in turn order. If you cannot or do not want
to perform either of the above actions, you must pass and you
may not take any ~rther actions this round. Exhaust all your
ready professors ~ and move all your available
masters on the dormitory space of your university.
Since players might have different numbers of masters and professors and can also place
several masters on one action field
at the same time, it is possible for
one player to take several turns
even though another player has
already passed. After all players
have passed, the action phase ends.
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2. Check storage size
Your storage size for books is determined by the rightmost occupied
'fl: lecture hall in your university, and can be increased by the depicted
student on the right@. At the end of a round, if there are more books in
your storage than your storage size allows, you must return the excess
books back into the supply.

Example - Stomge size

!1mJimJ has a storage
size o/7 and must
therefore return one
ofher 8 books to
the supply.
The 6 textbooks in her
display do not count
towards this limit.
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3. Book reputation Blllm
During the 1" round, there are no books on the book reputation track.

...::X)

c) Income phase •

During the income phase, perform the following steps in turn order ( experienced players
may perform these steps simultaneously):

At the end of the first round, determine the order for the first time by taking one book of
each player color from the supply. Place the book of the player whose marker is highest
1.
on the research track on the 1st space of the book reputation track. Then place the book
of the player whose marker is the second highest on the research track on the 2nd space of
the book reputation track, and so on. In case of a tie on t he research track, the marker which
is the topmost is considered the highest.
In subsequent rounds, these books are rearranged in the same way.

Example - Book reputation
At the end ofthe first round, the book reputation track is set up for the first time:
Alex has moved highest up the research track.
Therefore, a black book from the supply will be placed
in space I ofthe reputation track. Martin is
behind Alex, and a blue book is placed in space II.
!1mJJJm and Julia are in the same space. In this case,
the marker which is on top (l],m:mm's) determines the
highest reputation. Accordingly, a green book is placed
in space III and a red book in space Iv.

4. Ready the professors
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Ready all your professors u
When you give a lecture with a professor, you must exhaust its card, i.e., rotate the
professor card 90° clockwise ~ -You cannot give a lecture with an exhausted professor.
During the administrative phase, all players ready their professors, rotating their
professor cards 90° counterclockwise ~ . The professors are now ready again and
can be used to give lectures.

5. Take back masters ( )
Take back all of your masters from the action spaces and your dormitory space and place
them on the archive space of your university.
6. Advance the round marker
Move the round marker to the next space on the round track.
Note: If the round marker is moved to the end space
the Income phase does not occur.
.#

, the game ends immediately and

"-
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Display clean-up: First, gain 1 ducat for each book in your display. Then, using
the 7m bookshelf that is near your display, slide all bookshelves from right to left so
that the leftmost bookshelf falls out of your university board.
If the bookshelf that falls out contains a book, place the book back into the supply.
The shelf that was pushed out of the display is placed on the spot near the display.
When doing this, make sure the same side remains face up.

2.

Gain ducats and/or books from any students with the income symbol ,: ~ .

3.

Gain ducats according to your position on the book
reputation track.

Example - Income
llmlI!mgains 6 ducats for the 6 books in her display©. She then slides the bookshelves to
the left, using her 7th bookshelf The book that was p ushed out ofthe display is returned to
the supply and the pushed out bookshe!f..!s placed near her display@ One of her students
provides her 1 ducat and 1 dictionary (f). Finally, since she is ranked 3m in book reputation,
she gains 2 ducats@.

Action E5pacee
Masters

-2

During the action phase, you may place one or more of
your masters on an action space on the board or on one
of your students to perform the corresponding action.

-2
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Campus
There are 4 campus spaces on the board. Ifyou use one of these
spaces, chose one of the students in the corresponding row
and pay the cost based on the faculty (column) of the student.
The costs are indicated above the student display on the board.
The book reputation determines which different textbooks you
have to pay in the appropriate quantities.

-

The following rules apply to all action spaces except the bishop space and the colloquium
space.
To use an unoccupied action space, you have to place 1 master. If there are already one
or more masters on the action space, you must place one more master than the highest
number of masters of a single color already on that space. You are not allowed to use an
action space if there are already one or more of your masters on it or when you cannot
perform the associated action.

For example, to recruit a law student you have to pay the following
books: 2 textbooks ofeither rank I or II ofbook reputation, 1
textbook ofeither rank I, I/ or lll ( and ofa different color than the
first 2 textbooks) and any single textbook of a third color.

Note: On the 2- 3 player board, there is 1 action space associated with 2 actions. Ifyou place

determined and y ou may use any textbooks in appropriate
quantities in this round.

Note: In the first round, the book reputation has notyet been

one or more masters on this space, you must choose either one of those 2 actions.

Example - Action spaces

t

On his turn, Martin has placed 1 master on this action space.
Julia uses the same space on her turn. To do so, she has to place
2 masters on this space. Ifa third player wants to use the same
space this round, they would have to place 3 masters on that
space.

Place the student in the next free lecture hall of your university. The lecture halls are
numbered. A student must always be placed in the lowest-numbered available lecture hall.
if this is an 'A:. lecture hall, your storage size increases as indicated above the corresponding
hall. If you place the 6th student, immediately obtain an additional master from the supply.
The lecture halls 7- 11 are only available for an additional cost (1-5 ducats). If you want to
recruit a student and place it in one of these lecture halls, you must pay that cost first. If you
can't pay the costs, you cannot recruit the student.
If all lecture halls are occupied, you are not allowed to recruit a student.
Note: You may not recruit the same student multiple times.
I

Some students trigger an immediate effect

Tutors

fJ

Y

after they have been placed in a lecture hall.

The effects of all students are explained in the appendix on pages 16 and 17.

Tutors are special masters that you may gain from a certain professor. They
are considered as masters for all game effects. If you place a tutor on an
action space, return him to the supply after resolving the action. This way, it is
possible for you to use an action space multiple times per round. At the end of
each round, all tutors must be returned to the supply.
Note: Tutors that have been placed on

the bishop space do not affect the player
order (see "Bishop" p. 10).

Example - Campus
On his turn, Martin places a
master on a campus space to
recruit a student @ . To do this,
he must pay 2 identical textbooks
ofthe color indicated in space I
or I/ ofthe book reputation track, plus 1 other
textbook of the color indicated in space I, I/
or lll ofthe book ~utation track, and any
1 other textbook Q!). He places 2 blue, 1 black
and 1 green textbook in the supply © and
places the student in the next free lecture hall
ofhis university.

Action spaces on your own students
You may use action spaces on your own students. There are
2 students in the game that have an action space and both give
you the option to buy textbooks in your own player color from
the supply and to get a black research step. You start the game with
one of those students printed directly on your university board.

Academy
There are 4 (only 2 in a 2- or 3-player game)
academy spaces on the board. If you use one of
these spaces, choose a professor corresponding to
that action space. You will have to pay a different
cost depending on whether the chosen professor
has already been recruited.
•

-1,
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If no other player has previously recruited
the professor, you must pay ducats and books
(you may spend dictionaries) as indicated to
the left of the professor@. In the example on
the right, the player has to pay 5 ducats and
2 books ofone color; 1 book ofanother color
and 1 book ofa third color: Afterwards, take
the professor card and place it next to your
university. Place one of each kind of book you
have just paid with onto the corresponding
spaces next to the professor@. These indicate
the future cost of the professor for this game.

Example - Academy

·1

·2

• If another player has recruited the professor before, you must pay exactly the same books that player
has paid, but you do not have to pay any ducats. Then take the professor card and place it next to your
university. In this case, all the books that you used to pay the professor are returned to the supply.

After you have recruited a professor, you may immediately give a lecture with this
professor, free of charge. If you choose to do so, perform the corresponding action
and
exhaust the professor.

(5

Finally, take a book of the color that you paid the most of from the supply, and place it
on the bookmark icon on the professor card@. This book shows the color of the book
you need to pay if you want to give a lecture with this professor in future rounds.
Note: You may not recruit the same professor multiple times.

Martin has placed one master in the academy action space in order to be
the first to recruit a professor. In addition to paying 6 ducats, he decides to
pay 3 blue textbooks, 2 red textbooks and 1 dictionary. He places one of each
ofthe books on the space next to the professor, and returns the remaining
books back to the supply.
Martin places the
professor next to his
university. He uses the {Tee
lecture and exhausts ~
the professor to gain a
green resea rch step (the
ability ofthe professor).
He then places a blue
textbook from the supply
on the bookmark of
the professor card.
When he wants to give
a lecture with this
professor in the following
rounds, he has to pay a
blue textbook from his
storage.

Antiquarian

When you use this space, choose one of the following
three options to buy books from the supply and
resolve it once this turn:
•

Pay 3 ducats for 1 textbook.

•

Pay 6 ducats for 1 dictionary and 1 textbook.
Pay 9 ducats for 2 dictionaries and 1 textbook.

The effects of all professors are explained in the appendix on pages 14 and 15.

Laboratory

When you use this space, choose one of the following
two options:
•

Get 3 black research steps.

•

Get 1 green research step.

Park

When you use this space, pay 10 ducats and get
7 prestige points. You may resolve it only once
this turn.

E5pecial Action E5pacee
There are two large action spaces on the board: the bishop and the colloquium. The previous rules for placing masters on action spaces do not apply here. You can use both the bishop and
the colloquium space multiple times per round and the number of masters that are already on that space has no effect.

Bishop

Colloquium

When you use this space, you can place several masters at the
same time:

When you use this space, you must place 1 master and choose one of the following two options:

•

•

Buy textbooks from another player:
You may buy any number of textbooks from another player's display and pay them
the amount indicated above their display. Textbooks must be bought from left to right
(ascending in cost). If you would like to buy more than a player has in his display,
you may buy additional textbooks of that color from the supply for 4 ducats each
(the ducats for these will go into the s upply, not to the player). Then select exactly
1 bookshelf from which you bought a textbook this turn and immediately gain
the prestige points indicated. The bookshelf is then flipped over to its darker side, but
remains in the same position. If all the bookshelves you bought textbooks from have already been flipped over,
you will not gain prestige points. Once one of your bookshelves is flipped over to its darker side it may not be
flipped back again, but you can still place a book on that shelf.

•

Buy dictionaries: You may buy any number of dictionaries from the supply for 4 ducats each.

If you place 1 master,

you gain 2 ducats
•

If you place 2 masters,
you gain 5 ducats

•

If you place 3 masters,

► ,,

.... ...... ......
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►
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you gain 8 ducats
You may use this space several times per round, however, only
the masters you have placed on this specific turn will be counted
to determine the ducats you gain.
Note: The total number (and possibly the order) of the masters
in this space determines the player order for the next round
(see "Determine the tum order" p. 6). Therefore, place the masters
from left to right on this space.
Example - Bishop
Julia places 1 master on the bishop space and gains 2 ducats
for it On his turn, Martin then places 2 masters and
gains 5 ducats. Later in the round, Julia once again places
1 master on this space and gains 2 more ducats.

Example - Colloquium
On her turn Julia places 1 master on the colloquium
2
3
space to buy 2 textbooks from ltnmJm @.
She pays 5 ducats to l1mmm and gains the two
leftmost green textbooks from llm:mm's display
and places them in her storage. She then chooses
the rightmost ofthe two bookshelves and
gains 2 prestige points. @ The selected bookshelfis then flipped over to its darker side.

-

naff of Fame
The 3 glory tiles in the hall of fame provide optional objectives
to all players. Reaching an objective will give you access to an
additional chancellor ability, resources and prestige points.

i

During your turn, if you have met the requirements on any of the
3 glory tiles, you can take a bust card of the corresponding letter
j
from underneath the chancellor card. This serves as a reminder
that you can use the ability of the corresponding chancellor from
now on, in addition to the ability of your own chancellor. You will
score prestige points for your bust cards during the final scoring. When you take a bust card, you also immediately
gain the specified bonus (1 master / 2 dictionaries+ 1 textbook / 2 green research steps).
Note: You cannot take a bust card and the corresponding bonus multiple times. However it is possible to get
the 'a; 'b' and 'c' bust cards as well as the corresponding bonuses.
The abilities of all chancellors as well as the requirements on the glory tiles are explained in the appendix on
pages 13 and 18.

Chancellors

Chancellors give you access to a special ability. Some of them
may only be activated once per turn/round/game
(when mentioned on the card). However, activating those
abilities is not
considered an action
and can be used at any
point during your turn.

a

You can benefit from up
to 4 chancellors during
a game.

Final 6coring
As soon as the game ends, each player performs the following steps:
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1.

Exchange each textbook in your storage for 1 ducat from the supply.

2.

For every 4 ducats in your storage gain 1 prestige point.

3.

For every dictionary in your storage gain 1 prestige point.

4.

Gain 12/7/3 prestige points according to your position (l"/2nd/3ro) on the book reputation track.
In a 2- or 3-player game, gain 12/5 prestige points according to your position (1"/2nd) on the book
reputation track.

5.

Multiply the total number of milestones you reached on the research track by the number of your
professors and gain the resulting number of prestige points.

6.

Gain the prestige points indicated on the top right of your professor cards.

7.

Gain the prestige points indicated on your mathematics students.

8.

Multiply the number of students in your 'A:. lecture halls by the number of students in your 'B' lecture
halls and gain the resulting number of prestige points.

9.

Gain 12/7/3 prestige points if you have 3/2/1 bust cards respectively.

The w inner

The player with the most prestige points is the winner. In the case of a tie, the tied player who
has the highest priority in turn order, determined at the end of round 6, is the winner.
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'Rules for 2 players
Game Setup
For a game with 2 players, a third player, named Ignotus, is added. His moves are dealt with automatically.
At the end of the setup, shuffle the 16 lgnotus cards and place them as a deck next to the board. lgnotus will gain a university,
all 7 bookshelves, 3 masters and one marker in one of the remaining player colors. Place the masters on the archive space of
the university and the marker on the start level of the research track. Then place the bookshelves sorted by prestige points
from left to right in ascending order in the display: 1/1/1/1/2/2 with the 3 next to the display. Finally, add the textbooks of the
chosen player color to the supply. Note that there is no third marker on the turn order track so you will only need the first two
spaces.

How to play
At the start of each action phase, before the starting player performs their first action, reveal the top card from the Ignotus deck
and follow the steps on the card:
•

Advance lgnotus' marker the specified number of free steps on the research track.

•

Add the specified number of Ignotus' textbooks from the supply to his display, following the usual rules (see "Arranging
textbooks in your display" p. 5).

•

Place 1 of Ignotus' masters on each of the specified action spaces on the board without performing the action.

When Ignotus' marker reaches the level below a milestone, immediately advance his marker on the milestone. However, Ignotus
does not gain the depicted bonus. Advancing on a milestone does not count as one of his research steps.
When a player buys books from lgnotus, the money is paid to the supply.
During the income phase, lgnotus gains no income and no resources. However, lgnotus' shelves are still pushed to the left.

Example - Action phase for 2 playe rs

Reveal the top lgnotus card@.
lgnotus gains 2 green research steps,
and his marker is moved 2 steps up
the research track@. Add 4 oflgnotus'
textbooks to his display@. Finally,
place 1 oflgnotus' masters on each
specified action space on the board@.
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Appendix: Cbancellor carda

Onoe per round, wh en you p lace

Once per round:

a master on the bishop space:

Gain 1 black research step.

Count 1 master as 2 masters.
Gain 1 prestige point.

Whenever you give a lecture
with a professor, gain
1 prestige point.
If you choose this Chancellor
during player setup, draw
3 setup cards from the deck,
choose one of these and
place it w ith your other setup
cards, returning the other 2 to
the box.

Once per round:
When you place one or more
masters on the bishop action
space, they may count as though
you have placed one additional
master for all game effects.
This affects both the ducats
gained and the tum order.
As a reminder, you may take a book
ofyour player color from the supply
and place it on the bishop space.
Return this book to the supply
dwing the administrative phase.

Once per game:
Double the bonus of a

ft

Ready one of your professors.

Once per game:
After you reach a milestone
on the research track,
immediately gain its bonus a
second time.

I

Place one less master.

O·

Once per turn:
After moving your marker up
the research track, gain a black
research step.

Whenever you place masters

on a n already occupied space:

Once per round:
Ready an exhausted professor.
You may give another lecture
with this professor this round.
You may not use this ability
if you have already passed
earlier during the same round.
As a reminder, you may exhaust
this chancellor. Then, ready
this chancellor during the
administrative phase.

Whenever you place masters
on an action space already
occupied, place one master
less than usually required.
This does not apply to the
special action spaces.
Example: There are 1 red and 2 green
masters on a space.
Nom1ally, Martin would need to
place 3 masters. With this chancellor,
he only has to place 2 masters.
A lex would then have to place
3 masters if he wants to use
this space as well.

On othe r players' turns:

~n.

If a player buys one or more
from your display, each ofyou gain "

Then. you also gain 1
in
t he color ofthat player from the supply.
Gain 1 dictionary and 3 ducats.

Whenever you place a student
in your 'B' lecture hall,
immediately gain a dictionary
and 3 ducats.

Whenever a player buys one
or more textbooks from your
display, both you and that player
gain 1 prestige point each.

If you choose this chancellor
during player setup, apply its
ability to students gained as
starting resources.

In addition, gain 1 textbook
in that player's color from
the supply.

Double your income d uring
the display clean-up step.

Income phase:
Double your income from the
display clean-up. You now gain
2 ducats for each textbook in
your display.

Pay no books.

Whenever you place a master
on the antiquarian, the bishop,
the park or the laboratory
space, replace the actions
marked on the board with the
improved actions on this card.

You do not have to pay any
books to give lectures with
your professors.
Other costs related to
the ability of the professor
must be paid as usual.
When recruiting a professo,; do not
place a book on his bookmark.

Appendix: 'Profe66or card6
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Place a textbook of your color
from the supply onto each of
your empty bookshelves in
your display. You do not have
to pay ducats for these books.

Activate one of your masters
that you have previously
placed on an action space,
and perform this action again.
You can also choose a single
master that has been placed
there as part of a group.

·~&I:

'

'

p

p

Gain 3 black research steps
(see "Research" p. 5).

Immediately perform the
display clean-up step:
Gain 1 ducat for each book
in your display. Then, using
the 7th bookshelf that is next
to your display, slide all
bookshelves from right to left.
During the income phase,
perform the display clean-up
step as usual.

.

'".

I'

..,.

..

-.

.

'

•

Immediately recruit a student.
Pay one less textbook of your
choice. When performing
this action, you do not need
to place a master on a campus
space.
Costs may be further reduced
by other effects.

•

Gain 1 green research step
(see "Research" p. 5).

•

Place a tutor from the supply
on the archive space of your
university (see ''Tutors" p. 8).

•

Gain a dictionary from the
supply and one black research
step (see "Research" p. 5).

Appendix: 'Profeeeor carde
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Immediately recruit a student.
Pay one less textbook of your
choice and gain prestige points
corresponding to the faculty
of the recruited student. When
performing this action, you do
not need to place a master on a
campus space.
Costs may be further reduced
by other effects.

Choose either:
•

Pay 5/10 ducats to the
supply and gain 5/10
prestige points.

Gain a dictionary, a textbook
of any color and a textbook of
your color from the supply.

Gain 2 ducats from the supply
for each master currently on
your archive space,
including tutors.

Or

•

Pay 1/2 prestige point(s)
to gain 5/10 ducats from
the supply.

;.il,a------C'J:
I

Ax~~
~ X~ O)
Gain 1 prestige point for each
master currently on your
archive space, including tutors.

Gain 1 prestige point for each
textbook in your display. Books
in your storage do not count.

Gain 1 prestige point for each
student in your 'N. lecture
halls. This includes the printed
student in lecture hall 1.

Gain prestige points for each of
your professors:
•

1 prestige point for each
mathematics/medicine/
law professor.

•

2 prestige points for each
art professor (including
this professor).

Appendix: Student tilee
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Action s pace:

Use this space to buy up
to 8 textbooks of your
color. Pay 1 ducat per
book and place them
each in your display or
in your storage.

Immediately gain
1 ducat.
During each income
phase, gain 1 ducat.
Your storage size is
increased by 4.

Whenever you use
the bishop space, gain
1 additional ducat for
each master you placed
this turn. Then, gain
1 black research step
(see "Research" p. 5).

Gain 1 black
research step
(see "Research" p. 5).

Immediately gain 3 price
tiles (2x 2/4, lx 3/3) and
place them above your
display to permanently
change the costs of 3 of
your bookshelves. Decide
which side is facing up,
but note tl1e restriction
that the costs may only
increase or stay the same
from left to right.
During each income
phase, you may flip
and reorder the price
tiles while respecting
this restriction.

Immediately gain 1
ducat and 1 dictionary.
During each income
phase, gain 1 ducat and
1 dictionary.

Whenever you place
a master on the
colloquium space, you
may buy textbooks from
tw o players instead of
one. You may only earn
points from a single
bookshelf.
Alternatively, you may
buy textbooks from one
player and dictionaries
from the supply.

After placing a professor
next to your university,
immediately gain
1 green research step
(see "Research" p. 5).

Immediately gain
2 ducats.
After placing a student
in your lecture hall,
immediately gain
2 ducats.
If you place a student
in one of the lecture
halls 7- 11, those ducats
cannot be used to pay
the extra cost.

Appendix: 6tudent tile6
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Immediately gain
1 prestige point for
each of your students
in a 'B' lecture hall.

Immediately gain
1 prestige point for
each of your students
in a 'B' lecture hall.

Immediately gain
1 prestige point for
each of your students
in a 'B' lecture hall.

Immediately gain
1 prestige point for
each of your students
in the 'B' lecture hall.

Immediately gain
4 ducats.

Whenever you recruit
a student, pay one
less textbook of your
choice.

Whenever you reach
a blue-marked level
on the research track,
immediately gain
1 green research step.

Whenever you recruit
a professor, pay no
ducats. This only
has an effect if the
professor has not been
previously recruited by
another player.

During the final
scoring, gain
1 prestige point
for each of your
students.

During the final
scoring, gain
2 prestige points
for each of your
professors.

During each income
phase, gain 4 ducats.

Costs may be further
reduced by other
effects.

During the final
scoring, gain 2 prestige
points for each
milestone you reached
on the research track.

During the final
scoring, gain 3 prestige
points for each of your
bust cards.

.

This includes the
printed student in
lecture hall 1.

~..®

Appendix: 0lorv tilee
You can take the bust card on your turn when:

~
... you have reached at least 3 milestones on
the research track.

... you have at least 4 dictionaries and
15 ducats in your storage.

... you have at least 25 ducats in
your storage.

... you have at least 3 students, each from
either the medicine or the mathematics
faculties in your lecture halls, and
have reached at least 2 milestones on
the research track.

... you have at least 1 student from each
faculty in your lecture halls.

... you have at least 7 students in your
lecture halls.

... you have at least 2 professors, each from
either the art or the law faculties.

... you have at least 4 professors.

... you have at least 3 professors and
4 students, each from either the art or
the law faculties in your lecture halls.

2
Gain 2 ducats.

Gain 2 textbooks of your choice and
gain 5 prestige points.

3
Gain 3 different textbooks and
a dictionary.

Immediately gain 1 dictionary and recruit
a student of your choice, without paying
costs or using a master.
Additional costs for lecture halls 7- 11 still
apply.

Gain 3 prestige points.

Immediately recruit 1 professor of your
choice, without paying ducats or using
a master. Other costs are normally
paid (see ''Academy" p. 9). You may
immediately give a lecture with this
professor free of charge.

Immediately recruit a student from the
art or the law faculty, without paying its
cost or using a master. Additional costs
for lecture halls 7- 11 still apply.

Immediately recruit 1 professor from the
mathematics, the medicine or the law
faculty without paying its cost or using
a master. You may immediately give a
lecture with this professor free of charge.
If the chosen professor has already been
recruited by another player, place the
highest paid book color on the professor.
If no player has recruited the professor,
you may place any book on the professor.
In both cases, the book is taken from
the supply.

Appendix: Co~t~
-1
Pay 1 dictionary.

-3
Pay 3 textbooks of any color.

-2
Pay 2 different textbooks.

Pay any 5 textbooks. Reduce this cost by
2 textbooks for each of your bust cards
(to a minimum cost of Otextbooks).

Move all of your masters from the archive
space to the dormitory space. If you do not
have masters on the archive space, you
cannot complete this research step.

Remove one of your masters from your
archive space and return it to the game box.
If you do not have masters on the archive
space, you cannot complete this step.

Exhaust one of your professors without
using its ability. This does not count as
giving a lecture.

-2

Pay 2 textbooks of one color and
2 textbooks of a second color.

Pay one textbook for each of your
professors.

) i J + ::'z::1x lC

\:J

cl)

Move 1 of your masters from the archive
space to the dormitory space. If you do not
have masters on the archive space, you
cannot complete this research step.

, =:,,;

□

Pay 7 ducats. Reduce this cost by
2 ducats for each of your students
(to a minimum cost of O ducats).

1~/-1
This step is free if you have at least
3 students in your lecture halls;
otherwise pay 2 ducats and 3 prestige
points.

This step is free if you have at least
1 professor; otherwise pay 1 textbook
and 3 prestige points.

Exhaust one of your professors without
using its ability; or pay 5 ducats.
This does not count as giving a lecture.

This step is free if you have all 3 bust
cards; otherwise move 1 master from the
archive space to the dormitory space and
pay 4 prestige points. If you do not have
masters on the archive space, you cannot
complete this step.

Pay 3 ducats.

eJ +®x~
Pay 5 ducats. Reduce this cost by 2 ducats
for each of your masters on the bishop
space (to a minimum cost of O ducats).

Pay 1 ducat Increase this cost by 1 ducat
for each of your students.

-1/2
Pay 2 ducats for each of your masters in
your archive.

J

Pay half the ducats in your storage
(rounded up).

Pay 2 ducats for each player who is
behind you on the research track.
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